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This report details an analysis of flood risk to land and communities surrounding Westons Mill Pond. Westons Mill Pond
is located on the Lawrence Brook tributary of the Raritan River, in East Brunswick, New Jersey. (Continued inside.)
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Executive Summary
This report details an analysis of flood risk to land and communities surrounding Westons Mill
Pond. Westons Mill Pond is located on the Lawrence Brook tributary of the Raritan River, in East
Brunswick, New Jersey. The analysis used a very basic (generalized) approach to testing the flood risk
for various rainfall scenarios. Flood risk was then quantified by monetary value and "humans
affected".
The analysis began by determining a DEM height for the pond surface using coordinates
captured from field work via GPS. The height, found to be 21.778171 m, was used to extrapolate
pond volume, surface area, and perimeter. The DEM of surrounding areas was used to find the
"basins" that drain into Westons Mill Pond. Rainfall simulations were evaluated over the pond and
surrounding areas. Using the surface area of the pond and the surface area of surrounding areas, and
varying rainfall amounts, multiple rainfall-flood scenarios were tested. These scenarios were done in a
similar fashion as the original DEM height determination, and were done by disregarding variables
that were beyond the scope of the project (evaporation, groundwater flow, discharge, etc).
The resulting scenarios were then compared with municipal and political map features.
Scenarios were intersected with parcel information, building footprints, and road maps. From these
intersections, monetary values were determined where the information was available. Flood risk maps
were also made using these intersections.

Introduction/Statement of Problem
Westons Mill Pond is located on the Lawrence Brook tributary of the Raritan River. Located in
East Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey, Westons Mill is a dammed reservoir constructed in
1916 by the USGS. Since 1988, the USGS has been maintaining a public access data repository on
streamflow and height of Westons Mill Pond.
Westons Mill is bordered on the west by Rutgers University's Cook Campus, Rutgers Gardens,
and Helyar woods; and bordered on the east by a housing development constructed in the 1960s. This
housing development is within close proximity of the reservoir, with houses as close as 20 feet from
the water (Map I). Because of this, it is of growing concern that these houses be assessed for flood risk
due to proximity.
Since the landfall of Hurricane Sandy in October of 2012, there has been a growing belief that
the frequency of 100-year storm events may increase over the next decade. Although there are
studies that disprove this, the same studies do not deny that water levels will rise over the next
decade (NOAA.gov). Thus, it is critical to realize that pond levels may also rise, and what was once an
uncommon storm surge may become more common.
A particular storm surge that inundated the East Brunswick area in the past decade was Tropical
Storm (Hurricane) Irene in 2011. Irene caused widespread flooding in both New Brunswick and East

Map I - Westons Mill Pond and Surrounding Land Use/Cover
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Brunswick when the Raritan River crested (CoCoRaHS via nj,com). With the possible increase in water
levels, another event like Hurricane Irene could cause devastating results.
In order to assess the risk of flooding in the future, this report looked specifically at Westons
Mill Pond. Although the scope of this project was limited to specific software and data availability (lack
of field time, equipment, and/or scope in the course), it attempted to give a guideline for both flood
cause and effect for future studies.
Data Acquisition
See table I for data acquisition details.
Table 1 - Data acquisition table showing the data type, creator, usage in this project, and the source of the data online

Data Type
1m DEM LiDAR

Creator
NJGIN/NJDEP

2013/2012 Digital
Orthophoto Quads
(DOQ) Imagery
Middlesex County
Parcels

NJGIN

WMA9 LULC data
2007
NJ Roads Data

NJDEP

NJGIN/NJOIT

NJGIN

Use
1) To create a bathymetric map of
Weston Mills Pond.
2) To create a surface area of the
pond in order to use in water volume
estimates.
3) To create a runoff model and thus
extrapolate water height in certain
areas.
4) Use as the "containter" for a flood
simulation.
Aerial photo imagery used for
digitization of features, or as a
guideline for method decisions.
To analyze pond height/risk on
specific houses within a simulation
floodplain. To compute a monetary
risk value, and to compute a "humans
affected" risk value.
To assess the risk to certain land
types within a simulation floodplain.
To assess the risk to certain land
types surrounding the pond while
using varying rainfall/water-rise
predictions.

Source
Available in CRSSA
databank. Link to
evidence of data

NJGIN - Link
NJGIN - Link

NJDEP - Link
NJGIN - Link

Methods/Command List
Preliminary Fieldwork
Data points were collected in the field using "Anywhere GIS", an application for the Android cell
phones created by Rockwell Spatial LLC, and available for free on the Google Play Store. Points were
taken using the average of 50 samples per point. 2 edge points were taken, as well as a few depth
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points. Data were stored directly from the application to a Google Drive Form, which was readable
as an Excel Spreadsheet, and then exported to a CSV, WestonMillv2.csv for use in ArcMap (see subheader "Determining Pond DEM Height" for usage details).
Imagery Preparation
1. The NJDEP Northest NJ LiDAR data found in the CRSSA databank under x:\imagery\ was placed
on an empty ArcMap Map scene. This imagery was then used to create extent.shp. The extent
polygon was digitized around what the author considered to be a more-than-modest amount of
land surrounding Westons Mill Pond, using Create Features under the Editor toolbar.
2. The polygon to raster tool was used to convert extent.shp into the raster, extentrast.img.
3. NJDEP 2013 DOQ imagery (also found in CRSSA databank under x:\imagery\) was clipped by
extent.shp using the extract by mask tool in order to reduce file size. The output was saved as
wm2013doq.img. created
4. Higher resolution, leaf-off 2012 DOQ imagery downloaded from NJ Info Warehouse was also
used. 9 quadrats for the AOI were downloaded and combined with the mosaic to new raster
tool. Similiar to the 2013 imagery, the 2012 imagery was clipped by extent.shp using the extract
by mask tool in order to reduce file size. The output was saved to wm2012doq.img.
5. The LiDAR imagery added to the map earlier was also clipped to reduce file size using the same
method as above. The output was saved as wmlidar.img.
Creating Basic Analysis Layers
6. Using the 2012 DOQ imagery, study boundaries were created in pondclip.shp. These
boundaries were drawn via polygon using Create Feature" under the Editor toolbar. A wide
margin was drawn around the pond, except where cutting across the pond at the top and
bottom boundaries of the pond (railroad bridge at south end, and the first dam heading to the
north end).
7. The wmlidar.img raster was clipped using the extract by mask tool with pondclip.shp as a mask
to further give focus on the elevations in and surrounding the pond. The clipped lidar imagery
was output as pondlidar.img.
8. Middlesex County Parcel data was clipped using the Clip tool by the extent of the study
(extent.shp) to create extentparcels.shp.
9. 2007 Watershed Management Area 9 (Lower Raritan, South River, and Lawrence Brook
watershed) LULC data were clipped using the Clip tool by the extent of the study (extent.shp) to
create extentlulc.shp.
10. NJ State road centerline data were clipped using the Clip tool by the extent of the study
(extent.shp) to create extentroads.shp.
Determining Pond DEM Height (Surface Height of Pond)
11. WestonMillv2.csv was added to the ArcMap Map Scene, and converted to XY points using the
field population defaults for Longitude and Latitude. This was done by right-clicking on the CSV
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12.
13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

table in the Table of Contents and clicking Display XY Data.... Default values were accepted, and
the output was saved as DataPoints.shp.
DEM heights for each data point were extracted from the pondlidar.img raster using the extract
values to points tool. The output was saved as DepthPoints.shp.
3 DEM heights from DepthPoints were chosen to test the pond's surface at the time - the 2 raw
edge points were chosen(20.111549 and 23.444813), as well as the average of the two
(21.778181).
An iterative process was then used for each of the 3 DEM heights (replace #'s with the
respective numbers of the DEM height being processed) to calculate volume at those heights:
a. Bathymetry of the pond at DEM height ##.###### was created by using the extract by
attribute tool to extract DEM values less than that height from the pond-clipped DEM
raster (pondlidar.img). These values signified the surface, and thus surface area, of the
current pond level, and were output to the file ##p######.img.
b. Raster Calculator was then used to calculate the difference (or depth) between the DEM
height at the edge (lake level ##.######) and each cell's DEM height. (The SQL query
##.###### - "##p######" was used, where ##.###### is a number and "##p######" is
the bathymetry raster describing that layer.) Since all dimensions are in meters and the
length/width are 1 m, the difference yields the volume in that cell's "column". File
output was in the structure v##p######.img.
c. From each volume raster, the total volume was calculated by using zonal statistics as
table and accepting defaults. The output for this tool, t##p###### is a table in which the
column "SUM" is the total volume of the pond (in m3) for that DEM height value.
FinalStats, an attribute table, was then created by using the merge tool on the 3 resulting
t##p###### tables. From this table, it was seen that the average edge DEM height value
(27.778181) yielded the most realistic surface height for the pond. (For reasoning behind choice,
see the "Results" section of this report.) Thus, it was selected for use through the next steps.
(Note: it would be possible to use other heights by simply respecting the ##.###### naming
protocol. For ease of reading, ##.###### will be replaced with 27.778181 from now on.)
The DEM height value rasters held a "double" type variable for each cell. Thus, in order to
convert the DEM height value rasters into surface area polygons, the rasters had to be
converted to "integer" type rasters. This was done by using the Math>Int tool and saving the
output as int27p778181.img,
From the integer raster, a surface area raster was then able to be created. This was done by
normalizing all the values in the raster using raster calculator with the expression: int##p######
* 0, and saved as sr27p788181.img.
The surface area raster was converted to a polygon using raster to polygon and saved as
poly27p778181.shp.
The polygon was then dissolved to create a single-feature polygon shape file. This was done by
using the dissolve tool set to "multi-part" and "dissolve: ALL". This layer was saved as
polyfixed27p778181.shp and was edited using the editor toolbar to correct a problematic area
on the pond floor 2/3 of the way north. This final shapefile is the current height model of the
pond based off the field measurements.
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Flood Scenario - Data Preparation
20. Using the raster, 55 was determined as the DEM height at which structures begin to appear,
thus the pond's normal extent would not exceed that. DEM heights between 0 and 55 were
extracted from wmlidar.img by using the reclassify tool. Wmlidar.img values were reclassified to
be "in" or "out" of the 0 to 55 range in the following way (table II):
Table 2 - Reclassification table for pond DEM height cutoff

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
27.

28.

Old Value
NoData
0 - 55

New Value
NoData
1

55.000001 1000000

NoData

Meaning
No data.
Include these heights by
giving them a value.
Exclude these heights by
turning them into no data.

The output was saved as 0to55rast.img.
This raster was then converted to a polygon in order to be used for buffering, and ultimately,
digitizing. This was done using the raster to polygon tool, accepting default values. Output was
0to55poly.shp.
Since the 0 to 55 DEM height range is that which the pond would be likely to occupy, buffering
outside that range would indicate flooding. Therefore, a modest 2000 ft buffer,
0to55poly2kft.shp was made around the 0 to 55 polygon using the buffer tool to accompany
any flooding situation.
A polygon shape file, BldgFtpnts.shp was created and buildings within the 0to55poly2kft.shp
buffer were digitized using wm2013doq.img as a building footprint guide. Polygons were drawn
around each individual building that was at least a building length apart from others. When
buildings were closer than a building length, polygons were drawn over all contiguous buildings.
Extentparcels.shp was clipped by BldgFtpnts.shp to associate buildings with respective parcels.
Data from extentparcels was put into Bldgs by doing so. This was done by using the clip tool with
the target of clip being extentparcels.shp, with clip features from BldgFtpnts.shp to create
FntpntsParcelData.shp.
In order to understand surrounding hydrology and how it affects the pond as a function of
flooding, flow direction needs to be determined. However, to do so, anomalies in the DEM must
be fixed by running the Hydrology>Fill tool. This fills sinks/spikes in the data and prepares it for
flow direction analysis. The wmlidar.img raster was used as input, and output of this tool was
saved as wmlidarfill.img.
The fill raster was used with the Hydrology>Flow Direction tool, and flow direction was output to
wmlflowdir.img.
The flow direction data were then able to be extrapolated into a "basin" analysis, where
watershed basins were delineated based upon where the water flowed from those basins. This
was done using the Hydrology>Basin tool, and output to basin.img.
The Westons Mill basin was then extracted from the total extent basin output by layering the
surface area polygon on top of the basin.img raster, and determining the basins that drained to
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the pond (overlapped). These basins were basin #535 and basin #807. Thus, the basins layer was
reclassified to only include these two basins in the following manner (table III):
Table 3 - Reclassification table for basin exclusion and merging

Old Value
NoData
1 - 534

New Value
NoData
NoData

535

1

536 - 806

NoData

807

1

808 - 99999

NoData

Meaning
No data.
Exclude these basins by
turning them into no data.
Include this basin by giving it
a value of 1.
Exclude these basins by
turning them into no data.
Include this basin (with the
other) by giving it a value of
1.
Exclude these basins by
turning them into no data.

The output, one final basin raster layer was output as wmbasin.img.
**In this basin output attribute table, the "COUNT" field indicated the surrounding surface area
that has runoff into Westons Mill Pond. Since the cell dimensions were 1x1m squares, the total
equaled the surface area.**
The next processes involve converting a 40m DEM height raster to a polygon for use in flood analysis
in the same fashion the pond surface area polygon was created:
29. 40mheight.img was created by using the extract by attributes tool on pondlindar.img with the
SQL query: "Value" < 40. This created the bathymetry for the 40m DEM height flood.
30. The bathymetry is also coincidentally the surface area of the 40m DEM height flood. To convert
it to a more usable form, the "double"-type variable cell raster had to be converted to an integer
raster. It was converted using Math>Int on 40mheight.img to create int40mheight.img.
31. From the integer raster, it was converted to a single feature surface raster, sr40mheight.img,
using Raster Calculator, assigning 0's to all values (SQL: "int40mheight" * 0).
32. The surface raster was then converted finally to the 40m DEM height flood extent polygon by
using Raster to Polygon on sr40mheight.img to create poly40mheight.shp.
33. The polygon was cleaned up once again by using dissolve to create a 1 feature polygon layer.
final40mfloodextent.shp.
Flood Scenario - Running
34. To determine the houses affected by the flooding, FtpntsParcelData were selected by location
where they intersected final40mfloodextent.shp; a clip was then ran with FtpntsParcelData
being clipped by the FtpntsParcelData selection. The output was 40mhouseflood.shp. This
includes the entire polygon reached by the flood, not only the portion affected.
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35. To determine the parcels affected by the flooding, extentparcels were selected by location
where they intersected final40mfloodextent.shp; a clip was then ran with extentparcels being
clipped by the extentparcels selection. The output was 40mparcelsflood.shp. This includes the
entire polygon reached by the flood, not only the portion affected.
36. Partial polygons of flooded houses were created by clipping 40mhouseflood.shp and
40mparcelsflood.shp by the final40mfloodextent.shp. This produced PARTIAL polygons that will
be used to calculate partial vs entire losses due to flooding. Outputs: 40mhousepartflood.shp
and 40mparcelpartflood.shp.
HEC-GeoRAS was attempted to create a flood/runoff model, but attempts were unsuccessful due to
the limited time to learn the software. This program would be extremely useful in future analyses, as it
includes many factors that were overlooked by the preceding methods.

Figure 1 - Data diagram - for higher resolution, open "completeanalysis.png"
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Results + Discussion
Determining Pond DEM Height (Surface Height of Pond)
Table 4 - Three possible pond surface DEM height models based off of point values taken in the field

DEM
Cutoff

Reasoning

Surface Area
ft2

m2

Average
Depth

Volume
ft3

m3

Gallons

ft

m

20.111549

Lowest edge point

3,933,760

365,458

10,284,029

291,211

76,929,800

2.6

0.8

21.778181

Average of edge
points

5,082,010

472,134

35,786,504

1,013,360

267,701,000

7.0

2.1

23.444813

Highest edge point

5,595,340

519,824

65,021,072

1,841,190

486,391,000

11.6

3.5

The 2nd DEM height value model was chosen because of the modesty of it. The 1st model was
immediately thrown out when obvious portions of the lake were shown without water (figure 1).
Although the 3rd model differs significantly in that the volume is increased by 30 million cubic feet
(81% increase), it varies only by 510,000 square feet of area (9% increase). This is because the
majority of the increase in volume comes from the 5.45' increase in the DEM cutoff (21.778 to
23.445 meters = 71.43 to 76.89 feet; table V). This increase in depth on the same surface alone
would contribute 27.7 million cubic feet of volume (5,082,010 * 5.45), about 92% of the increase
seen in the 3rd model. Average depth was also roughly 12 feet for the 3rd model, which seems like
an oversight, as the entire lake seems extremely shallow when kayaking. Knowing this, the 7 foot
depth estimate from the 2nd model seems more reasonable (Map II).

Figure 2-3 - Raster views of the sample site under the three DEM height models (left to right: 20.111649, 21.778181,
23.444813). Note the underestimation in the middle of lake for figure 1, while overestimation in the flooding of
parking lot in figure 3.

And in field verification, the 3rd model includes areas which were not inundated upon visiting on
that day (e.g. the Ryder's Lane parking lot; figure 3). Thus, the 2nd model using a DEM elevation of
21.778181 meters, with an average depth of 7 feet, and a final volume of 35,786,504 cubic feet is
chosen as the best model of volume on the sample date, 11/17/2013.
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Map II - Comparison of Potential Surface Models Based on Varying DEM Height from Field Data
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Flood Scenario
Using the basin surface area + the pond surface area, scenarios of rainfall were calculated
through as following (table IV):
Table 5 - Excerpt from calculation spreadsheet wtf.xlsx (attached in appendix)

Scenarios

Inches Rain Feet Rain

Volume (cf)

dVolume (cf)

0.5" rainfall

0.5

0.041667

36,544,221

757,717

1" rainfall

1

0.083333

37,301,939

1,515,435

2" rainfall

2

0.166667

38,817,373

3,030,869

34.3“ (record)

34.3

2.858333

87,765,907

51,979,403

40 m DEM

36.847

3.070554

55,838,680

91,625,184

Since the volumes of 0.5", 1", 2", and record for a nearby PA town's 34.4" failed to exceed that
of one of the DEM height model values (DEM height = 23.444813; volume = 65 million), it was
deemed that they did not cause flooding as that DEM height model also did not flood. Instead, DEM
height values were increased incrementally by 5 meters within ArcMap to reach the first DEM height
that caused flooding - 40m. From that height, volume was determined and using the surface areas,
rainfall was extrapolated to be 36.8".
After conducting the flood scenario model, data was gleaned from the attribute tables of the
flood extent (area), flooded houses (area, percentage, value of house, percentage value of house),
and flooded parcels (area, percentage, value of house, percentage value of house). Lower bounds
for monetary damage estimations comes from taking the percent inundation of a feature and
multiplying the percent by its worth. Upper bounds for monetary damage estimations come from
taking any feature (partial or complete inundation), and taking its entire worth as lost. From those
specifications, the following data was created from the gleaned attributes.
The flood scenario resulted in flooding 111 acres surrounding Westons Mill Pond, mostly in the
southern most tributary of the pond (Map III). Within the tributary, and a smaller one to the north,
127 houses and 295 properties were inundated, 65 (51%) and 57 (19%) of which were completely
submerged, respectively. Damages to houses ranged from $7,136,493 to $11,113,900, while
damages to properties ranged from $12,958,784 to $89,034,000 (Map IV).
The damage cost to houses seems reasonable, as the range is particularly low. With 51% of
houses being completely submerged, it is not out of estimate's range to say that most of the houses
could be marked up as a complete loss. However, the damage cost to properties seems inaccurate.
This is likely because of the presence of the Rutgers properties on the west bank of the river.
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Map III - Westons Mill Pond 40m DEM Flood Scenario
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Map IV - Detailed Flood Map and Monetary Risk Statistics for 40m DEM Height Flood Scenario
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Although the Rutgers parcels barely inundated, the upper bound for the estimate predicts as if
they were. Being such large parcels, they contribute a large portion of money to the property
damages. Therefore, the estimate for the properties is likely in the range of the lower bound.
Conclusions
The damages from the flood scenario are significant enough to warrant attention. Although the
model is skewed in that the rainfall amount is instantaneous and 36 inches of instantaneous rainfall is
unlikely, it seems possible that 36 inches could fall over a short enough period of time to make a
significant storm surge. In addition, pressure from a cresting Raritan over the dam could exacerbate
the situation as well.
Since HEC-GeoRAS analysis was unsuccessful, it is still unknown how infiltration, evaporation,
and temporal rainfall mechanics come into play for flooding at Westons Mill Pond. Infiltration could
increase the necessary rainfall for the 40m DEM height flood model to occur; however, temporal
rainfall mechanics could increase the rate at which the basins fill, overcoming infiltration. Ultimately,
field data, or the use of a more complex modeling software such as HEC-GeoRAS would be able to
confirm or deny the 40m DEM height flood model with more certainty.
The fact that only a small extent of the houses bordering Westons Mill Pond are vulnerable to
flooding is relieving, and it would be simple to export the parcels data to notify those residents.
However just because only a small extent is vulnerable doesn't mean that they're not urgently
vulnerable. It could be that the region in which those properties are located is extremely prone to
flooding due to the high resistance upstream.
Regardless of situation, the simple creation of a flood model that is within reason should
warrant attention from the residents, if not city officials. Older housing communities that were once
safe from the regimes of the natural world need to constantly be reevaluated as the world continues
to change.
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Appendix A: Data Dictionary (or see attached file: datalist.xlsx)

Downloaded Data
Data Type

Creator

Use

Source

1m DEM
LiDAR

NJGIN/NJDEP

1) To create a bathymetric map of Weston Mills Pond.
2) To create a surface area of the pond in order to use in water volume
estimates.

Available in CRSSA
databank. Link to
evidence of data

3) To create a runoff model and thus extrapolate water height in certain
areas.
4) Use as the "containter" for a flood simulation.
2013/2012
Digital
Orthophoto
Quads
(DOQ)
Imagery
Middlesex
County
Parcels

NJGIN

Aerial photo imagery used for digitization of features, or as a guideline for
method decisions.

NJGIN - Link

NJGIN/NJOIT

To analyze pond height/risk on specific houses within a simulation
floodplain. To compute a monetary risk value, and to compute a "humans
affected" risk value.

NJGIN - Link

WMA9 LULC
data 2007

NJDEP

To assess the risk to certain land types within a simulation floodplain.

NJDEP - Link

NJ Roads
Data

NJGIN

To assess the risk to certain land types surrounding the pond while using
varying rainfall/water-rise predictions.

NJGIN - Link

Created Data

Directory
Filename

.\Data\Created\
Description

Source

0to55poly.shp

Converted 0to55rast.img to a vector
polygon layer, using values of 1 as the
polygon, while NoData were left out.

0to55rast.img

0to55poly2kft.shp

Buffered 0to55poly.shp by 2000 ft.

0to55poly.shp

0to55rast.img

Reclassified values 0-55 as 1, >55 as
NoData, NoData as NoData.

wmlidar.img

Procedure
RASTER TO POLYGON
field: VALUE
BUFFER
distance: 2000 ft
RECLASSIFY
NoData = NoData; 0 - 55 = 1
55.0000001 - 1000000 =
NoData
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BldgFtpnts.shp

FtpntsParcelData

Digitized buildings that were located
within a parcel on extentparcels.shp. If
they were partially within a parcel, the
extent within the parcel was digitized.
Buildings within 2000 feet of the pond
(within 0to55poly2kft.shp) were digitized.
Clipped extentparcels.shp by BldgFtpnts
to associate buildings with respective
parcels. Data from extentparcels was put
into Bldgs by doing so.

CREATED

Digitized using
extentparcels.shp and
wm2013doq.img.

extentparcels.shp

CLIP
BldgFtpnts.shp

DataPoints.shp

Imported from Google Drive via CSV.

CREATED

DepthPoints.shp

Used EXTRACT VALUES TO POINTS to
draw the height value from the DEM
(wmlidar.img) to the data points sampled,
in order to see the depth at the edges.

Used "Anywhere GIS" on
Android to plot points to a
Google Drive Form, then
converted and imported via
CSV.

wmlidar.img

EXTRACT VALUES TO POINTS
Extracted values only.

extent.shp

Drawn.

CREATED

extentlulc.shp

Clipped w09lu07.shp by extent.shp.

w09lu07.shp

extentparcels.shp
extentrast.img
extentroads.img

Clipped MiddlesexCountyParcels.shp by
extent.shp.
Converted extent.shp to raster.
Clipped Road_Centerlines_NJ.shp by
extent.shp.

MiddlesexCountyParcels.shp
extent.shp
extent.shp

pondclip.shp

Drawn. Used in volume calculations for
clipping out river reaches above and
below the pond.

CREATED

pondlidar.img

Extracted the lidar values for the
pondclip.shp extent only.

wmlidar.img
pondclip.shp

wm2012doq.img

wm2013doq.img
wmlidar.img

Downloaded 2012 DOQ via NJ Info
Warehouse - 9 quadrats. Combined 9
quadrats w/ Mosiac to New Raster.
Clipped Mosiac raster by the Extent poly
using Extract by Mask.
Clipped NJDEP 2013 DOQ raster by the
Extent poly using Extract by Mask.
Clipped NJDEP Northeast NJ LiDAR by
Extent.

Drew a rectangle around what
was the presumed area of
interest.
CLIP
extent.shp
CLIP
extent.shp
POLYGON TO RASTER
CLIP
extent.shp
Drew a wide margin around
the pond; cut across the upper
and lower bounds of the study
(dam + bridge).
EXTRACT BY MASK
wmlidar.img
pondclip.shp

SEE DESCRIPTION

SEE DESCRIPTION
SEE DESCRIPTION
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Directory

Coding "API"

Directory
Filename

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\*\
These codes describe each file type. #'s
are representative of a wildstar number
within the filename. All files of the
described wildstar structure were created
in the same manner. The difference in the
numbers are varying DEM heights on
which to find the volume. (Value
reasonsing found in main report.)

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\Bathymetrys
Description

Source

##p######.img

Bathymetry of the pond at DEM height
##.######. Created by using EXTRACT BY
ATTRIBUTES to extract
DEM height values < ##.###### from
pond clipped DEM
(.\Data\Created\pondlidar.img).

Directory

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\Volumes\*\

Filename

v##p######.img

Description
Used RASTER CALCULATOR to calculate
the difference (or depth) between the
DEM height at the edge (lake level
##.######) and each cell's DEM height.
Since all dimensions are in meters and the
length/width are 1, the difference yields
the volume in that cell's "column".

pondlidar.img

Source

Procedure

EXTRACT BY ATTRIBUTES
pondlidar.img
SQL: "Value" < ##.#######

Procedure
RASTER CALCULATOR
SQL: ##.###### - "##p######"

##p######.img

For example, for the DEM
height of 21.778181:
21.778181 - "21p778181"
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t##p###### (table)

The total volume of the lake under DEM
height ##.######. Created by using
ZONAL STATISTICS AS TABLE to total the
volumes from v#p###### using
pondclip.shp as the zone. Added a field
on each table that contains the DEM
height value to track test heights in final
table.

FinalStats (table)

Merged all of the volume tables to
compare. Added fields converting meters
to feet, cubic feet to gallons, and
calculated surface area.

Directory

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\Surfaces\

Filename
int##p######.img

sr##p######.img

Description
Converted ##p######.img from a raster
with "double" cell values to "integer" cell
values in order to use with calculations
later on.
"Surface raster". Used RASTER
CALCULATOR to assign 0's to all values of
the integer raster in order to convert to
single polygon.

v##p######.img

ZONAL STATISTICS AS TABLE
pondclip.shp
v##p######
Defaults

v**p******.img

MERGE
v**p******
(where * signifies all possible
DEM height analyses)

Source

Procedure

##p######.img

Math>Int
##p######.img

int##p######.img

RASTER CALCULATOR
SQL: "int##p######" * 0

poly##p######.shp

Converted surface raster into surface
polygon.

sr##p######.img

RASTER TO POLYGON
Simplify: Yes
Field: Value

polyfixed##p######.shp

Used DISSOLVE on poly##p######.shp to
combine small polygons to the main lake
polygon. Then used EDITOR to fix a
problematic area from DEM anomalies,
adjust pond near bridge, and to remove
drainage pit near parking lot.

poly##p######.shp

DISSOLVE
Multi-part
Dissolve-lines

Directory

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\Scenarios\

Filename

Description

Source

Procedure
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basin.img

wmbasin.img

Used flow direction data to delineate
watershed basin areas (areas in which
water all flows to the same spot).
Extracted the basins (basins #535 and
807) which drained into Westons Mill
Pond from the entire extent watershed by
means of raster RECLASSIFY. Assigned the
value of "1" to those basins.
Value in the "COUNT" field of attribute
table thus indicates area of surrounding
areas that has runoff into Westons Mill
Pond.

wmlflowdir.img

BASIN
wmlflowdir.img

basin.img

RECLASSIFY
NoData = NoData;
1 - 534 = NoData; 535 = 1;
536 - 806 = NoData; 807 = 1;
808-99999 = NoData

wmlflowdir.img

Determined flow direction of watershed
using the filled LiDAR data.

wmlidarfill.img

FLOW DIRECTION
Defaults

wmlidarfill.img

Used FILL command to correct LiDAR
anomalies.

wmlidar.img

FILL
wmlidar.img

Directory

.\Data\Created\Surface Tests\Scenarios\Iterations\40m\

Filename

Description

Source

40mheight.img

LiDAR DEM heights values < the given
DEM height.

pondlidar.img

40mhouseflood.shp

Shape file of full houses from
BldgFtpnts.shp that intersect with
final40mfloodextent.shp.

FtpntsParcelData .shp

40mparcelflood.shp

Shape file of full parcels from
BldgFtpnts.shp that intersect with
final40mfloodextent.shp.

extentparcels.shp

40mhousepartflood.shp

Shape file with the partial houses that
intersect with the
final40mfloodextent.shp. Differs in that it
has partial houses.

40mhousefloodpartial.shp

Procedure
EXTRACT BY ATTRIBUTES
pondlidar.img
SQL: "Value" < 40
Selected FtpntsParcelData by
location where they
intersected
final40mfloodextent.shp; CLIP
FtpntsParcelData by
FtpntsParcelData selection.
Selected extentparcels by
location where they
intersected
final40mfloodextent.shp; CLIP
extentparcels by extentparcels
selection.
CLIP
40mhouseflood.shp
by final40mfloodextent.shp
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40mparcelpartflood.shp

int40mheight.img

poly40mheight.shp

Shape file with the partial parcels that
intersect with the
final40mfloodextent.shp. Differs in that it
has partial houses.
Converted 40mheight.img from a raster
with "double" cell values to "integer" cell
values in order to use with calculations
later on.
Converted surface raster into surface
polygon.

Used DISSOLVE on poly40mheight.shp to
final40mfloodextent.shp combine small polygons to the main flood
polygon.
"Surface raster". Used RASTER
CALCULATOR to assign 0's to all values of
sr40mheight.img
the integer raster in order to convert to
single polygon.

40mparcelfloodpartial.shp

CLIP
40mparcelflood.shp
by final40mfloodextent.shp

40mheight.img

Math>Int
40mheight.img

sr40mheight.img

RASTER TO POLYGON
Simplify: Yes
Field: Value

poly40mheight.shp

DISSOLVE
Multi-part
Dissolve-lines

int*height.img

RASTER CALCULATOR
SQL: "int*height" * 0

